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Zero and first layer Weissc^nberg photographs along b axis wore taken and 
the systematic extinctions w(*ie observed. These are as follows :
hkl no condition
hOL — 2n absent
OkO k =  2 //-4-1 absent
The above conditions assign the spacer group as P2^h.
The density as determined by floatation imdhod by using a mixture of bromo- 
form and benzene, is p =  1.91 gm cm“*.
The density calculated by considering (‘ight moleeules per unit cell is 
/> =-- 1.95gmcm~^.
Further work on the detenniiiation of tht' complete structure of the crystal 
is ill progress.
The author expresses her sineen^st gratitude to Mr. S. Ray, Research Officer, 
Department of Magnetism, for suggesting th(‘ f)roblem and for constant helf) and 
guidance throughout the work, and to Prof. A. Bos(\ D.Sc., F.N.I.for the kind 
interest taken by him. Thanks are also du(‘ to the C.8 .I.R. for financial 
assistance.
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Acetyl-para-Toluidin i.(^ . Para Acn'totoluididc^ (CR3(^eR4(^ONiJCIl3) (jrystab 
liscs in two modiflcations Boilstein ~ one stabk'. as platy moiioclinic crystals and 
another metastabk^ as rhombii^ needle like (*rystals ri\speciively on slower and
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quiok(*r evaporation from its saturated solution in alcohol at room tomporattirc. 
The melting point is however the same for both the modifications.
The appearance of the two modifications of crystals which are obtained from 
the alcohalic solution of the sid>stance at room temperature and Imve the same 
melting point hut belong to two different crystal systems is rather uncommon. 
The explanation is presumably to be sought in tlie internal disposition of the atoms 
of the molecides in the unit cells of the crystals. With this end in view an X-ray 
study of the stable modification was undertaken.
The six sidc'l ])laty flake crystals were cxamineil with tin* help of a Fucss 
Horizontal Oircle goniometer. Tlie interfacial angles measurcMl were found to Im; 
tile same as tliosc recorded in Groth (1917). Oscillation and Weissenberjf 
photograplis of these crystals along [010) and fOOl] using CvK radiation gave 
the following unit cell parameters :
a 1 1 .0 9 0 A h --= 9 .0 8 9 A  c -  7 .5 9 9 A  (i -  fOO.O'
The axial ratio thus calculated as 1.2009 : 1 : 0.7841 is in good agreement with dial 
of 1.2176 : 1 :0.7868 given by Groth (1917).
The normal beam zero, 1st. and 2nd. layer IVeissenberg photographs along 
6 and c axes gave the following conditions limiting jiossible reflections ;
hkl : no condition,
ho] :(1 2u),
oko : no condition
The crystals are thus assigned to the space-group C2*F2 /i; . The density as ob­
tained by flotation method in a solution of ZnHO| in Avate.r was found to be 1.19 
gm/c.c. The calculated density for four molecules per unit dell is 1.21 giu/e.e. 
Further work is in progress.
The author expresses his sincerest gratitude to Dr. J . Dhar, Professor ol' 
Pliysics, Indian School of Mines, Dhaubad for his valuable guidanco during the 
progress of the work.
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